Activity 2: What role do different organizations play in social problems?

Assignment: You will be assigned an organization potentially dealing with Bacteria X in Michigan. Review the appropriate factsheet and any additional information you would like. Referring back to the previous assignment about the Bacteria X breakout in Michigan, answer the following questions to help your organization develop a strategy for dealing with this social problem.

Write answers to these Questions:

• How will the disease affect your organization?
  o What is the threat?
  o The opportunity?

• What role do you think your organization should play in helping to alleviate the disease? What kinds of activities would you do?

• How would you fund those?

• What other resources would you require? How will you obtain them?

• Are your efforts alone enough? What aspects of disease management or prevention would your organization be unable to address? Would you need help from another (type) of organization?

• What are the short term and long term effects of your action on Bacteria X? On society?